Travel Tips
What To Carry
Reni Pani has a good laundry service so we recommend that you travel light. Natural and
dull colored clothing is ideal. We recommend guests to travel with a good pair of walking
shoes as a walk in the park or around Reni Pani itself is an experience you don’t want to
miss out on. A woolen hat in the winter months and a sun-protective hat in the summer
months are highly recommended. A good pair of binoculars and a camera is also
recommended to ensure a high quality experience. We provide a flashlight in each room
for the convenience of guests but you are welcome to travel with your own one. Although
there aren’t too many mosquitoes here it is advisable to carry a mosquito repellent cream
or spray. We request guests not to carry any heavy equipment like room heaters, blow
driers etc as the electricity line in each unit is connected through an inverter and the use
of such equipment in any room may lead to the power circuit tripping. We strongly suggest
that you just get your bare necessities like clothes, a camera and binoculars and leave the
rest to us!!!

Money & Banks
Generally, as a result of our pre-booking policy, all payments are to be made through the
sales team before guests travel to Reni Pani. People on the Reni Pani package are
requested to carry cash with them if they wish to explore the Satpura Tiger Reserve. We
are in the process of providing a credit card facility however, as a result of the remote
location of Reni Pani, carrying cash is a better option. The closest ATM or bank (State Bank
of India) is in Sohagpur, which is around 15 kilometers away from Reni Pani. However,
should you need cash for your visit, we strongly recommend that you carry it before hand
as commuting to Sohagpur and back can be time consuming.

Tips
At Reni Pani we strongly believe that all staff should be equally rewarded. The people
behind the scenes are often working as hard if not harder than the ones interacting with
guests. We have a tip box that is located in the ‘Gol Ghar’, from which tips received are
equally distributed amongst all staff members. Should guests wish to leave a tip, we
request them to leave a common tip in this box or alternately hand it over to the General
Manager.

